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BASIC GRANITE COLOR SET
In this booklet we will discuss how to achieve 
realistic looking results using just a basic set of 
ColorZ.

In the hustle and bustle of the contractor world, 
time is money. If time is limited, how do we achieve 
realistic results with minimal time and material?
 
This sculpted rock finish is comprised of a base 
tone set and a unifying top coat antique wash or 
glaze.

The base coat goes on first, using a little water. As a 
note, the base coat is a tone, a tint, and a shade.

All concrete is covered with the base tone set.

After the base set is applied, let it dry completely.

After the drying process is complete, the next 
step is to apply a dark wash. Please see reference 
swatches on the following pages.

Use water, as this will be used as a glaze. We applied 
a high amount of water on the surface before 
applying full strength color. This is specifically for 
rock with a vertical plane. 

In GFRC land, it’s mostly horizontal application and 
we will water it down before applying to the surface 
since you do not want a lot of standing water on a 
horizontal surface.
 
This allows the colors underneath to show through 
the antique wash.

ColorZ was designed to go from semi opaque 
application to a glaze application.

The granite feature shown above as done in two 
processes, a base and an antique.

This is a basic granite set; a pastel tone based 
followed by a rich, dark wash

What kind of color recipes can you come up with?
What kind of geology is in your area?

Glazing is a standard technique in painting, 
whereby a thin layer of paint is applied on top 
of the main color, resulting in rich, iridescent 
colors. During the Renaissance, many artists 
used glazing as a way of mixing paints.
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PLAYING WITH COLORZ
We can achieve realism and multiple different color combinations using only six basic ColoRZ.
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While broken into 20% sections of the image, we can see the dominant colors displayed in swatches 
moving across the image from left to right.
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In a brighter section, we see cooler tones and lighter overall color. The panel second from the right has no 
coloring whatsoever and is the base tone of CarVZ.

ColorZ can be bought here. CarVZ can be purchased here.

https://www.trinic.us/products/product/5d9640b282b6e55560ad4af1
https://www.trinic.us/products/product/5e500fa2d238d27020c92b31

